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Maintaining Visibility Information of Planar Point Sets with a MovingViewpointOlivier Devillers� Vida Dujmovi�y Hazel Everettz Samuel Hornusx Sue Whitesides{Steve WismathkAbstratGiven a set of n points in the plane, we onsider theproblem of omputing the irular ordering of the pointsabout a viewpoint q and eÆiently maintaining this or-dering information as q moves.1 IntrodutionLet P = fp0; p1; : : : ; pn�1g be a set of points in theplane. A point p is visible from a viewpoint q if the linesegment pq ontains no other point of P . If p oinideswith q then p is not visible. The view of P from a view-point q is the lokwise irular ordering of all points inP that are visible from q. Given P , the view from q iseasily omputed in O(n logn) time.In this paper we are interested in maintaining theview when q moves. More preisely, we would like to an-swer the following moving viewpoint queries eÆiently:Given a trajetory �, report, as q moves along �, allof the di�erent views in the order that they are seenby q. We assume that � is given on-line. We don'tknow ahead of time the entire trajetory; we would liketo ompute the new views as the trajetory beomesknown to us. For simpliity, here we assume the traje-tory is a single segment �, that does not pass throughany points of P , and we assume no three points of Pare ollinear.This problem is motivated by the graphis problemof maintaining the view during an interative walk-through of a 3D sene. Here we give an eÆient solutionfor a 2D sene onsisting of points.Our main result is:Theorem 1 Let P be a set of n points in the plane. Af-ter O(n logn) preproessing time and using O(n) spae,moving viewpoint queries along a spei�ed line seg-ment � an be answered in O(k logn+ s) amortized orO(k log2 n + s) worst-ase time where k is the number�INRIA Sophia-Antipolis, Olivier.Devillers�sophia.inria.fryCarleton University, vida�ss.arleton.azLORIA University Nany 2, everett�loria.frxINRIA Rhône-Alpes, Samuel.Hornus�inria.fr{MGill University, sue�s.mgill.akUniversity of Lethbridge, wismath�s.uleth.a

of di�erent views seen from � and s is the size of theoutput.Notie that, if eah time the view hanges the entireview is output, then s = �(kn); if the output is re-strited to the two points that must be swapped thens = �(k).Similar problems have been onsidered in both on-lineand o�-line mode for objets other than points. Ghaliand Stewart [3, 4℄ developed an on-line algorithm formaintaining the view of a set of line segments. Pohi-ola [7℄ presented a solution to the o�-line version of theproblem for a set of n objets. Roughly speaking, ifthese two results are saled down to n points then thespae requirements are O(n2) sine they onentrate onases with many olusions among the given objets.The algorithm of Ghali and Stewart [3℄ is however sim-ilar to ours and they have implemented the algorithm.See [5℄ for an overview of other related results.2 PreliminariesWe start with some simple properties pertaining to theview of a moving point.Lemma 2 Let q and q0 be two points suh that segmentqq0 intersets line ab, a; b 2 P , and no other line throughtwo points of P . If segment qq0 intersets segment abthen the view from q is the same as the view from q0.Otherwise the views are the same exept that a and bare inverted. (Refer to Figure 1.)The hipped line through two points a and b is theline de�ned by a and b minus the (losed) line segmentab. The points a and b are not on the hipped line. Thefollowing observation states that if q moves aross theline ab then the view hanges if only if q does not rosssegment ab.The CL-arrangement indued by a set of points isonstruted by drawing a hipped line through eah pairof points. The ells of this arrangement are verties,open edges and open faes. See Figure 2. The followinglemma follows from Lemma 2.Lemma 3 Any two points in the same ell of a CL-arrangement have the same view.1
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Figure 1: The view from q and q0 is (a; e; f; b; d; ) fromw it is (e; f; a; b; d; ) and from w0 it is (e; f; b; a; d; ).

Figure 2: A CL-arrangementLemma 3 leads to the following straightforward so-lution to our problem. In a preproessing step, om-pute the CL-arrangement of P . There are O(n4) ellsin this arrangement whih an be omputed in O(n4)time [2℄. Preproess the arrangement for point loationqueries. To answer a moving viewpoint query for a seg-ment � = qr, �rst ompute the view from q by sortingthe points around q. Find the ell C ontaining q us-ing the point loation struture. Shoot a ray from qalong qr to �nd the �rst intersetion point of qr withC; say qr intersets C at q0 on an edge de�ned by theline through d. Compute the view from this point q0 byremoving all the points on line d exept for those vis-ible to the viewpoint. Compute the view from a pointin the neighboring ell of C into whih the viewpointmoves. Repeat this proess until the viewpoint arrives

at the ell ontaining r.Clearly the problem with this approah is the O(n4)spae and preproessing time needed to ompute theCL-arrangement. We show how to redue this signi�-antly in setion 3.Another, less naive approah to solve the movingviewpoint query proeeds as follows: Reall that ourgoal is to maintain the irularly ordered set of pointsaround q. The idea is to sort them �rst (as a prepro-ess), then, for eah of the n pairs of irularly on-seutive points, insert an event in an event-queue thattells when the swapping of 2 onseutive points shouldhappen (if ever). The update is as follows: (A) Popan event. (B) Update the irular ordering by swap-ping two onseutive elements. (C) Insert up to 3 newevents in the queue, while deleting 2 old events. Speialare is required when the viewpoint q moves out of theonvex hull of P , but this does not inrease the om-plexity. Overall, for a given line segment trajetory, theomplexity is O(n logn) preproessing time, and thenO(n logn + k logn + s) time. The O(n logn) term isrequired beause, as the new trajetory is known, it isneessary to empty the event-queue, ompute the eventtimes for n pairs of points, and insert O(n) events inthe queue.In the next setion, we show how to remove thisO(n logn) term.3 Proof of Theorem 1Rather than omputing the entire arrangement, we willompute the ells of the arrangement only when we needthem. Sine the size of eah ell is O(n), it is the abilityto perform updates eÆiently without omputing theentire CL-arrangement that is ritial.It will be onvenient to rid ourselves of the non-onvex ells of the CL-arrangement whih, as the fol-lowing lemma indiates, an be done by adding to thearrangement the edges of the onvex hull of P . For ex-ample ray shooting is more easily performed in onvexregions.Lemma 4 A vertex of a CL-arrangement is reex insome ell if and only if it is a point on the onvex hull.Proof. First notie that a reex vertex must be one ofthe n points; indeed, all other arrangement verties areat intersetions of lines. Let p be a point orrespondingto a reex vertex. Now, sine p is reex in some ell, allof the n� 1 rays emanating from p lie on one half-planede�ned by a line through p and thus all of the othern � 1 other points lie in the other half-plane whih isexatly the ondition for p to be on the onvex hull. �In the following, we assume that the algorithm isoperating in the CL-arrangement whih has been aug-mented to inlude the edges of the onvex hull of p.2



The following lemma will be useful for eÆiently om-puting a ell given a view.Lemma 5 The edges of a fully-dimensional ell Cof the CL-arrangement are determined by onseutivepoints of the view from any point q in C.Proof. Let s be a point on an edge of C and let a and bbe the points generating the line ontaining s. We willdistinguish the ases where s is on a hipped line or aonvex hull edge.Case 1: Chipped line.Without loss of generality, say s is on the ray em-anating from b. It suÆes to show that a and b areonseutive points of the view of q. Suppose not. Thenthere is a point x of P in the wedge aqb. We �rst showthat x is not in triangle aqb. See Figure 3. If it was thenthe ray emanating from x in diretion ax intersets thesegment qs, whih is entirely inside C by onvexity, ata point p. But then the points b, x and a are orderedaround any point on the segment qp in the order bxaand about any point on segment ps in the order baxwhih ontradits Lemma 3. Similarly, there is no pointx anywhere else in the wedge aqb sine then the ray em-anating from x in diretion xb intersets the segmentqs. See Figure 4.Case 2: Convex hull edge.Then s is on the segment ab. First if q is inside the on-vex hull and if a and b are not onseutive then thereis a point x in the wedge, and sine ab is a onvex hulledge, x belongs to triangle aqb. A ray from x rossessegment qs whih should be inside C giving a ontra-dition; this ray is issued either from b as in Figure 5 orfrom a depending on the loation of x with respet tosegment qs. If q is outside the onvex hull, then eitherall the points are in the wedge aqb (outside the triangle)and a and b are onseutive, or a ray from b separatesq and a giving a ontradition as in Figure 6 (or a rayfrom a separates q from b). �Lemma 5 implies that, in order to ompute a ellit suÆes to know the view from a point in that ell;eah pair of onseutive points in the irular orderingontributes a half-plane, the intersetion of whih givesthe ell. Now from Lemma 2 we know that to omputea ell from a neighboring ell, it suÆes to delete twohalf-planes and insert two new ones. These operationsan be aomplished in O(logn) amortized or O(log2 n)worst-ase time [1, 6℄.The algorithm, whih implies Theorem 1, is given inFigure 7. The input to the algorithm is a point set Pand a query segment qr. The algorithm is similar to theless eÆient version suggested in the previous setion,however note that the spae requirements are ontainedto O(n) as the point q0 moves from q to r enounteringthe ells of the CL-arrangement without �rst omputingthe arrangement.
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Figure 3: If point s is on hipped line ab, there is nopoint in triangle aqb.
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Figure 4: If point s is on hipped line ab, there is nopoint in wedge aqb.
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Figure 5: If point s is on onvex hull edge ab, there isno point in triangle aqb.4 ExtensionsThe same approah works when the trajetory � is nota line segment, the only di�erene being in the resultingomplexity.Theorem 6 Let P be a set of n points in the plane.After O(n logn) preproessing time, moving viewpointqueries along a spei�ed urve � an be answered inO(f(n)+k logn+s) amortized or O(f(n)+k log2 n+s)worst-ase time, where k is the number of di�erent viewsseen from �, s is the size of the output, and f(n) is the3
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Figure 6: If point s is on onvex hull edge ab, there isno point outside wedge aqb.Algorithm: Moving Point Query (P , qr)1. Set q0:=q.2. Construt the view around q. { O(n logn).3. Construt the ell C ontaining q. { O(n logn).4. While q0 < r do� Shoot a ray from q0 in the diretion qr hittingC at point q00. { O(logn).� q0:=q00� Update and output the view at q0. { O(logn).� Update the ell C. { O(logn) or O(log2 n).Figure 7: The algorithm and analysistime required to perform ray-shooting in a onvex n-gonalong urves of the same type as �.Suppose as q moves from s to t along segment st,the view at s is known, and that only the view at tis required, and not the intermediate views. The viewat t an be omputed by running our algorithm and asorting algorithm in parallel. Then the time to omputethe view at t is minfO(n logn); O(m logn)g where m isthe number of ells that are traversed.Finally, if P is the set of endpoints of a set of disjointline segments, then the atual view of the segments anbe obtained easily from the view of the points in lineartime, thus making our algorithm useful in the ase whenfew segments are oluded.Distane-sort maintenane. Interestingly, the samealgorithm an be used to maintain the set of pointsin P sorted aording to their distane to a mov-ing query point q. In this ordering, two onseutivepoints are swapped when q rosses their bisetor. Thus,the CL-arrangement is replaed by an arrangement of

the n(n � 1) bisetors alled a B-arrangement. Wepresent only a ritial lemma to support our laim.
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LLemma 7 Eah edge of aell in the B-arrangementis supported by the bi-setor of two onseutivepoints in the distane-ordering.Proof. Let line L be thebisetor de�ned by points a and b supporting one edgeof a ell C ontaining the query point v. Assume that, inthe distane-ordering, there is a point r between a andb. Then the irumirle of a, b and r has enter , thepoint of intersetion of the 3 bisetors de�ned by (a,b)(b,r) and (r,a). We have vb < vr < va. Therefore v liesin the yellow shaded region. Hene the line L annotsupport an edge of C, whih is a ontradition. �By rede�ning the viewpoint query of theorem 1 to reporthanges in the distane-ordering, we obtain the sameomplexity result.5 ConlusionWe present here the �rst solution to the moving view-point query problem among points in 2D with provableworst-ase and amortized omplexity. Solving the prob-lem in 3D remains a diÆult open problem.Referenes[1℄ G. Brodal and R. Jaob, Dynami planar onvex hull,Pro. 43rd Annual Symposium on Foundations of Com-puter Siene, 2002, 617-626.[2℄ H. Edelsbrunner and L. Guibas. Topologially Sweepingan arrangement, J. of Computer and System Sienes38, 165-194, 1989[3℄ S. Ghali and J. Stewart. Inremental Update of theVisibility Map as Seen by a Moving Viewpoint in TwoDimensions, Eurographis 7th Workshop on ComputerAnimation and Simulation, 1996.[4℄ S. Ghali and J. Stewart. Maintenane of the Set ofSegments Visible from a Moving Viewpoint in Two Di-mensions, Pro. of ACM Symposium on ComputationalGeometry, V3{V4, May 1996.[5℄ O. Hall-Holt. Kineti Visibility. PhD Dissertation,Stanford University, 2002.[6℄ M. Overmars and J. van Leeuwen. Maintenane of on-�gurations in the plane. J. Comput. Syst. Si., 23:166-204, 1981.[7℄ M. Pohiola. Graphis in Flatland revisited. Pro. 2ndSand. Workshop Algorithm Theory, LNCS Vol 447,Springer-Verlag 85{96, 1990.4


